LARAPINTA TRAIL
ITINERARY
The Classic Larapinta Trek is one of the seven Great Walks of Australia and is now noted as one of the top 10 walks in the world
on many trekking writer’s walking lists.
Walking the high ridgelines of the West MacDonnell Ranges you will gain a rare perspective of vast flood plains, the razorback
rocky outcrops and sheer scale of this ancient land.
Follow an itinerary that will appeal to the active walker prepared to cover between six to sixteen kilometres each day, with plenty
of side options to the best spots in the area. You will need to carry only a day pack, as you will be camping in stylish, exclusive and
comfortable semi‑permanent camp‑sites (Ti Tree and Charlie’s), where exceptional facilities are set up and waiting for you.
These exclusive wilderness campsites add to the enjoyment of the Larapinta Trail, with heated lounge and dining facilities, hot
showers, eco‑toilet facilities, solar lighting, USB 12V Camera Battery charging and a host of other sustainable and stylish facilities.
When combined with exceptional food and and fantastic guides, trekkers can just relax and enjoy the outback hospitality.
A support vehicle will transfer you between trailheads, allowing to select walks that are the perfect balance of spectacular scenery
and distance covered. The diversity of trail stages is impressive, at times the trail descends from the ridgeline into narrow canyons
where sheltered pockets of delicate fern and twisted gum trees grow from the dry rivers of sand.
On other stages you walk to the impressive Simpsons Gap and Standley Chasm or climb Mt Sonder (1380m), a perfect vantage
point from where you can trace the entire West MacDonnell Range.

LENGTH

6 days

GRADE

C 6-8 hours walking over uneven terrain, some steep ascents.

START

Alice Springs, 7AM (Pre-track briefing 3:30pm the day before at Lone Dingo camping store, Alice
Springs. Phone: 088953866)

FINISH

Alice Springs, 4PM approx.

ACCOMMODATION

Camping

DEPARTURES

July 2020: 1, 3, 6, 12, 19, 20, 22, 26, 29
August 2020: 5, 9, 10, 12, 16, 19, 26
September 2020: 2, 6, 9, 13, 16, 20, 23
March 2021: 28, 31
April 2021: 4, 7, 14, 21, 24, 28
May 2021: 2, 5, 9, 12, 16, 19, 23, 26, 30

PRICES

NZD$3,290.00

June 2021: 2, 6, 9, 13, 16, 20, 23, 27, 30
July 2021: 4, 7, 11, 14, 18, 21, 25, 28
August 2021: 1, 4, 8, 11, 15, 18, 22, 25, 29
September 2021: 1, 5, 8, 12, 15, 19, 22, 26, 29
October 2021: 3

ITINERARY
DAY 1 ALICE SPRINGS TO WALLABY GAP

Wallaby Gap 14km, Nick’s Campsite additional 8km (optional)
You are picked up from your accommodation between 7am and 7.30am. Your walking
commences from the Alice Springs Telegraph Station, which marks the beginning of the
Larapinta Trail. The stone buildings here date back to 1872 and they housed the first
Europeans to live in Central Australia.
The trail takes you west through witchetty bush, mulga scrub and bird-filled shady
woodlands. You climb high over exposed hills to the jagged outcrop of Euro Ridge, with
expansive views over Alice Springs and the surrounding landscape, before descending
to the deep narrow passage of Wallaby Gap. After a stop for refreshments, you have the
option to transfer to camp by bus from here or continue on foot another 8.5km to the
exclusive wilderness campsite (Nick’s Camp). Nick’s Camp is nestled in the bush with
stunning views across the Heavitree Range and Alice Valley. Following your introduction
to camp you will be greeted by a local bush food specialist who will give you an
informative presentation about native bush foods with tastings. Includes lunch and dinner.

DAY 2 NICK’S CAMP TO SIMPSON’S GAP & STANDLEY
CHASM
Simpson’s Gap 7km, Standley Chasm and lookout walk 2km
From Nick’s Campsite you follow the trail west through magnificent, shady Bloodwoods
and tall Ironwoods, the dominant trees on this narrow alluvial flat. You may catch sight of
a shy Echidna or Black-footed Rock Wallaby as you approach one of the most important
waterholes of the area, Simpson’s Gap.
A short transfer takes you to the stunning Standley Chasm where you will experience
a cultural conversation (Sunday and Wednesday departures will journey into Arrernte
Country for a cultural conversation; Friday departures will have a cultural conversation on
night one). After a delicious picnic lunch and a walk into the magnificent Chasm - a private
reserve still run by the traditional owners - you transfer to Charlie’s Camp. Named in
honour of pioneering Larapinta guide Charlie Holmes, tonight’s camp is nestled in secluded
wilderness at the foothills below Counts Point. Includes breakfast, lunch and dinner.

DAY 3 SERPENTINE GORGE TO COUNTS POINT TO
CAMP

Charlie’s Camp 15km, Serpentine Chalet Dam 2km return (optional)
The highlight of the day is the 5 km walk along the crest of the high ridge leading to
Count’s Point. From here you have clear views of Central Australia’s western horizon to Mt
Zeil (1531m), the highest peak in the Northern Territory, and Mt Sonder which marks the
end of the Larapinta Trail. You can also see the huge comet crater of Gosse Bluff, a feature
of the landscape for the next few days.
You then descend from the high ridgetop though mysterious stands of mulga trees. At the
base of the ridge follow a track of dolomite limestone toward camp; keep your eye out
for fossil stromatolites under foot, one of the most ancient forms of life. Stepping off the
main trail, follow our private track back to Charlie’s Camp. An optional afternoon walk to
Serpentine Chalet Dam reveals early history of the area and the chance for a refreshing
swim. Spend the evening relaxing around the campfire while your guides prepare a
scrumptious dinner. Includes breakfast, lunch and dinner.
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DAY 4 CHARLIE’S CAMP TO THE OCHRE PITS

Ochre Pits around 8km, Ormiston Gorge to Finke River 10km (optional)
After another wonderful breakfast you walk out of camp to the breathtaking Inarlanga
(Echidna) Pass. Spend some time in the magnificent pass to enjoy the peace and marvel
at the ancient cycad palms. From here you trek south-west to an original ochre quarry,
a sacred Aboriginal site. The rainbow of vibrant colours on the wave-like ochre wall
makes for stunning photos.
You then break for a picnic lunch and an early finish in preparation for the big day
tomorrow. Your guides will offer numerous afternoon activities such as: visit Finke
River (estimated to be the oldest river in the world), relax at Glen Helen Homestead
Lodge, or take on a challenging 10km trek from Ormiston Gorge through diverse desert
lowlands and creek country. You transfer west to the exclusive Camp Fearless – named
in honour of trekking guide Sue Fear – at the foothills of Mount Sonder. Includes
breakfast, lunch and dinner.

DAY 5 MOUNT SONDER

16 km
Today the group will get up early (3am) for a pre-dawn walk up Mount Sonder. Weaving
your way up to the 1380m summit of this majestic mountain following only the
glittering light of your head-torch, surrounded by deep and peaceful darkness, is a truly
inspiring experience... and watching the sunrise from the top is unforgettable! Mount
Sonder is the official end and highest point of the entire Larapinta Trail and as such you
have expansive views across the entire vast landscape you have been exploring over
the last few days.
Then descend to Redbank Gorge and enjoy a great brunch on the Finke River. If time
permits in the afternoon you may visit the Glen Helen Homestead at the base of the
range where you can relax with a drink or even take a scenic helicopter fight over the
West MacDonnell Ranges. A short transfer returns us to Camp Fearless looking back
up toward Mt Sonder. Includes breakfast, lunch and dinner.

DAY 6 ORMISTON POUND WALK & TRANSFER TO
ALICE SPRINGS

8 km
This morning you enjoy the best side walk of the entire Larapinta Trail: Ormiston Pound.
The Pound offers an immense variety of extraordinary scenery and wildlife and is the
perfect walk to complete your journey. You explore the upper reaches of the Gorge
where Rock Wallabies scamper about the imposing cliffs, and follow the track through
scrub filled with native birds: Spinifex Pigeon, Budgerigar and Mistletoe Bird. Keep an
eye out overhead for the majestic Wedge-tailed Eagle, Australia’s largest raptor.
After lunch you board the bus and transfer to Alice Springs. Sitting back and watching
the now familiar ancient desert landscape slide by the bus window gives most trekkers
a sense of awe and satisfaction. Congratulations on all you have achieved over the last
six days! You will be dropped to your accommodation at approximately 4-5pm. This
evening your group may like to arrange a celebratory dinner together at one of Alice
Spring’s great eateries. Includes breakfast and lunch.
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LIFE ON THE TRAIL
GRADE C
•
•
•
•
•
•

Up to 6 hours physical activity per day
At times carrying small backpack of 5-6kgs (11-13 lbs)
Tracks generally in good condition
Altitude gains of up to 600m on harder days
No hiking experience necessary
Reasonable standard of fitness required.

ACCOMMODATION
During the trip you camp with swags and tents.

ADDITIONAL COSTS
Sleeping Bags are available for hire: AU$20
Price includes:
• 5 breakfasts, 6 lunches and 5 dinners
• Professional wilderness guide and support staff
• All group camping equipment, including tents, swags for
sleeping, stoves, cooking & eating utensils
• Vehicle supported camping throughout
• All National Park and camping fees
• Emergency communications and group first aid kit
• off-road transport from Alice Springs

GUIDES AND SAFETY

BOOKING CONDITIONS

For over 30 years we have worked with elite adventurers
the world over. Recognised authorities in their field, many
are world-class photographers, authors and mountaineers.

Payment
Prices are quoted in Australian dollars.

Their passion and expertise has ensured that we are
continually updating and refining our programmes, taking
adventure travel to new heights. Of equal importance are
our local guides who ensure that someone with a
comprehensive understanding of regional conditions and
culture leads your trip. We have trained group leaders in all
our operations.

TRANSPORT
The vehicles we use for transport on our Larapinta Trail are
Toyota Landcruisers or Coaster minibuses. We take a
maximum of either eight (Landcruiser) or sixteen (Coaster)
passengers plus a driver per vehicle.
Our vehicles are registered as commercial tourist (passenger
carrying) vehicles. We have well equipped camping trailers
and large water tanks.

FOOD
We are fully aware of the healthy appetites that build up
when trekking and touring and provide tasty and varied
meals with plenty of fresh ingredients. Our excellent cooks
serve a sensible combination of local and European dishes
while at the same time ensuring high standards of hygiene.
On all our trips your good health is our highest priority. We
also cater for vegetarians. Please let us know if you have any
special dietary requirements.
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Deposit
For bookings four months in advance, a deposit of 25%
can be paid, with the balance due 65 days prior to
departure. For tours within four months, full payment is
required at the time of booking.
Cancellation
If you wish to cancel your tour, you must notify us in
writing. Cancellations will take effect subject to the
following:
More than 70 days prior to departure: AU$400 		
cancellation fee per person
Between 70 and 35 days prior to departure: 50% of tour
price will be forfeited
Less than 35 days prior to departure: 100% of tour price
will be forfeited
Travel Insurance
We suggest clients take out a comprehensive travel
insurance. World Nomads Travel Insurance provides
online quotes.
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PACKING LIST
WHAT TO TAKE

The Larapinta Trail is a fully supported trek. You will need to carry just a day-pack with your water bottles, jacket, camera and other
personal items. You should plan on carrying at least 3 litres of water each and every day.
Specialist gear required include walking boots, head torch and day pack (a comprehensive gear list is provided in the pre-departure
information provided on booking).

CLOTHING - TREKKING

EQUIPMENT

̑ 1-2 pairs walking trousers – lightweight and quick drying 		
hiking pants (not denim)
̑ 3-5 t-shirts
̑ 1 pair shorts
̑ 2 long-sleeved shirts which are light weight and can be worn
on hot days for sun protection
̑ Waterproof shell jacket (it does rain in the desert, a shell jacket
is handy as a windproof and waterproof layer)
̑ Sunhat – broad brimmed for good sun protection (crushable)
̑ Bandana for sun protection on your neck
̑ Thick hiking socks to wear each day

̑ Duffle bag or soft bag to put all clothing/gear in – 700mm x 		
400mm x 400mm (please stick to these size dimensions and no
hard suitcases! They won’t fit in the trailer)
̑ 3 litres worth of water bottles/bladders (if you bring a bladder
you must also carry a bottle in case the bladder gets punctured)
̑ Sleeping bag, rated to 3 season or warmer, lightweight down
filling is ideal (these are available for hire but must be booked
prior to departure – you must provide a sleeping bag inner 		
sheet if you are hiring your sleeping bag)
̑ Daypack (large enough to carry 3 litres of water, snacks and 		
personal items such as camera)
̑ Sunglasses
̑ Head torch and spare batteries (this is essential for climbing Mt
Sonder and around the campsite)
̑ Walking poles (optional)

CLOTHING - EVENING
̑ 2 warm jumpers (woollen or polar fleece or down jacket)
̑ 1 pair of warm trousers for the evenings – eg. track suit
pants
̑ 1-2 sets of thermal tops and pants (polypropylene or 		
similar recommended)
̑ 1-2 pairs thermal/woollen socks for the evenings
̑ Warm gloves or mittens (woollen or thermal)
̑ Beanie or warm hat
̑ Scarf or neck warmer
CLOTHING - OTHER
̑ Underwear
̑ Swimming costume
̑ Personal toiletries (think small, light weight and 		
biodegradable/low environmental impact)
̑ Small lightweight compact towel
̑ The need to bring thermal/woollen or equivalent clothing
(polypropylene or Polartec/fleece) rather than cottons
(eg jeans, wind cheaters) is emphasised because of their
ability to better retain warmth, even when damp.
FOOTWEAR
̑ A pair of lace‐up sturdy walking shoes for the track that
provide adequate ankle support and have good solid 		
soles for walking on sharp rocks
̑ A pair of lightweight shoes or sports sandals that can be
worn around camp
̑ Ensure that your boots are well worn in before travelling,
blisters have ruined many holidays.
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MEDICAL SUPPLIES
Your guides are responsible for all First-aid on the trip but they
will have limited supplies to be conserved for emergencies. You are
responsible for your existing medical conditions, please ensure that
you have more than adequate supplies of all your medications. To
assist the guides in managing the issues and quantities please bring
with you your own supply of basic First-aid supplies:
̑ Insect repellent
̑ Small tube of sunscreen and lip balm
̑ Bandaids
̑ Blister protection- enough to change for each day of your trip
̑ Headache/pain relief drugs (eg Paracetemol or Ibuprofen)
̑ Gatorade or equivalent for dehydration and salt replacement
̑ Motion sickness drug if needed
̑ Personal medication as required

OPTIONAL ITEMS
̑
̑
̑
̑
̑

Camera with plenty of spare batteries
Book/Maps
Binoculars
Fly net
Gaiters – if you have sensitive skin these are a good idea as they
will stop irritation from the Spinifex grass OR ankle length
gaiters/sock protectors

GEAR SUPPLIED

̑ All cooking and eating equipment
̑ High quality tents and fold-out chairs
̑ Swags with a sheet and pillow
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